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Abstract
The objective of the present paper is to investigate the mechanical properties of carbon nan-
otubes. We use classical molecular dynamics simulation in order to study the effect of external
compression, bending and torsion to nanotubes. We find that in the low temperature limit, the
nanotubes are resilient, sustaining extreme strain without signs of brittleness or plasticity. For
high temperatures and under tension the nanotubes show brittle or plastic behavior.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The carbon nanotubes are formed when the hexagonal graphite sheet is rolled to form
a seamless cylinder. They have important electronic and mechanical properties [1]. The
introduction of pentagons and heptagons to the lattice is followed with a positive or negative
curvature and changes the nanotube shape. For their experimental use e.g. as nanometer-
scale electronic devices, wires or as high-strength, light weight materials, it is necessary to
know the limits of external strain that the nanotubes can sustain.
The mechanical transformation of carbon nanotubes can have an effect into the electronic
properties of nanotubes only when they result to topological changes in the hexagonal carbon
lattice [2, 3]. Recent experiments in transmission electron microscopy of nanotubes confirm
that by elastic deformations of nanotubes no atomic defects are formed [4].
In this paper we study within classical molecular dynamics simulations the mechanical
properties of carbon nanotubes under external mechanical load. We examine the effect of
mechanical load: axial compression, bending, and torsion for nanotubes [5, 6].
We find that at the low temperature limit, the nanotubes can sustain extreme strain
without signs of brittleness or plasticity. However under extreme temperature and appropri-
ate strain conditions the nanotubes show effects of plasticity or brittleness. At certain levels
of strain abrupt changes in tube morphology occur which are followed by discontinuities in
the elastic energy of the tube.
In the following we describe the methods in Sec II. In Sec III we present the results for
the elastic limit. The plastic behaviour is presented in Sec. IV. In the last section we present
the conclusions.
II. METHOD
We used classical molecular dynamics simulations in order to study several mechanical
transformations of nanotubes. The atomic interaction was modeled by the Tersoff-Brenner
potential which reproduces the lattice constants, binding energies and elastic constants of
graphite and diamond [7]. Within this method the end atoms were shifted by small steps
and remained constrained while the rest of the system was relaxed by a conjugate-gradient
method.
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III. ELASTIC BEHAVIOR
A. axial compression
We present in Fig. 1 an armchair (5, 5) nanotube subject to axial compression for different
values of the external stress. The end atoms are shifted by small steps, and are kept at fixed
positions in space while the rest atoms participate to the molecular dynamics [5]. At small
strains the energy grows quadratic in strain (see Fig. 2). At low values of strain the
simulation results can be compared with linear analysis results [8]. Here the critical value of
the strain at which the morphological instability occurs, depends on the nanotube length.
At higher strains there are singularities in the energy versus strain which corresponds to
structural changes of the system. We observed that at the first singulariry the tube buckles
to a pattern showing two flattenings perpendicular to each other (see Fig. 1 left). At the
next critical value of the strain the tube switches to a pattern consisting of three flattenings
perpendicular to each other still possessing a straight axis. At the next critical value of
the strain the tube bulks sidewards and only a plane of symmetry is preserved (see Fig. 1
middle). Finally at higher strain values the tubes loses its symmetry (see Fig. 1 right).
B. bendig
We present in Fig. 3 an armchair nanotube subject to bending load. In simulations a
torque is applied and the bending angle increases stepwise. At a critical value of the bending
angle a singularity appears in the energy which corresponds to a buckling of the tube where
a kink develops (see Fig. 4). At the buckling point, the energy curve switches from harmonic
to linear.
C. torsion
In Fig. 5 we show an armchair nanotube subject to torsion. In simulations the azimuthal
angle between the tube ends changes. At a critical value of the angle a structural phase
transformation occurs in which the tube flattens into a straight axis spiral (see Fig. 6).
These types of deformations of nanotubes are not combined with a change in the topology
i.e. the atomic arrangement of the hexagonal lattice and demonstrate that nanotubes show
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elastic and not brittle behavior even at large strengths.
IV. PLASTIC AND BRITTLE BEHAVIOR
We examine in this section the conditions for the formation of topological defects in
nanotubes. We show that under appropriate strain and temperature conditions topological
defects can be formed which can lead to either ductile or brittle behavior. A defect which
appears often is the bond rotation defect or 5775 defect which is formed from a rotation of a
bond for 90 degrees. It is found that this defect is energetically favored for high temperature
and stress which does not exceed the value of 6%. We present in Fig. 7 an armchair (10, 10)
nanotube at high temperature and axial stress of 10%. Under these conditions a 5775 defect
appears.
By reducing the strain and increasing the temperature ductile behavior can be observed
in which the dislocation pair splits to two oppositely oriented dislocations which move. This
effect can be used in order to change the chirality of the tube. On the other hand by
increasing the strain under lower temperature octagon defects are formed and this leads to
brittle behavior [6].
V. CONCLUSIONS
We investigated the mechanical properties of carbon nanotubes. We used classical molec-
ular dynamics simulation in order to study the effect of the external compression, bending
and torsion to nanotubes. We found that the nanotubes are resilient, sustaining extreme
strain without signs of brittleness or plasticity.
We also studied non elastic behavior of carbon nanotubes. We found that under con-
ditions of high temperature and small strain, topological defects can be formed i.e. bond
rotation defects which depending on the temperature and strain conditions can evolve to
either brittle or plastic behavior.
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FIG. 1. MD simulated armchair (5, 5) nanotube of length 21 layers under axial compression.
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FIG. 2. The strain energy of an armchair (5, 5) nanotube of length 21 layers unter axial compression,
as a function of time in fs.
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FIG. 3. MD simulated armchair (5, 5) nanotube of length 21 layers under bending, after 50000 fs.
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FIG. 4. The strain energy of an armchair (5, 5) nanotube of length 21 layers unter bending, as a
function of time in fs.
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FIG. 5. MD simulated armchair (5, 5) nanotube of length 21 layers under torsion after 100000 fs.
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FIG. 6. The strain energy of an armchair (5, 5) nanotube of length 21 layers unter torsion, as a
function of time in fs.
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FIG. 7. The armchair (10, 10) nanotube of length l = 24. After axial compression of the nanotube
at strain 10 present and temperature 4000K, a 5775 defect appears.
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